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With Infor Industrial Manufacturing, you get a
purpose-built, comprehensive suite of solutions
with a micro-vertical focus.
Specialized tools:

For your industry

–– Manage operations in an integrated, closed loop system.

Industry-specific capabilities, including planning and scheduling,

–– Provide complete visibility, unified communication.

customer management, product lifecycle management, financial

–– Accomodate future growth and complexity.
–– Quickly attain improvement with fast, easy implementation.
–– Streamline operations to maximize productivity, savings.
–– Increase accuracy, timeliness, customer satisfaction.

management, asset management, and service management.
–– Modern solution with a beautiful new user experience, enterprise

collaboration framework, and pervasive analytics embedded through
process flows.
–– Integrated solution suite with out-of-the-box connections between

ERP and product lifecycle management, ERP and supply chain
planning, ERP and warehouse management…and more.
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Infor Industrial Manufacturing solution map
Infor SoHo User Experience
Infor Motion™ Micro-vertical Mobile Apps

Infor Ming.le™ Social Business

Analytics Pervasive, Embedded Business Intelligence

Customer management

Sales & order
management

Strategic & tactical
planning

Production planning

Product lifecycle
management

Sourcing & procurement

Inventory management

Production scheduling

Warehousing &
transportation

Product data
management

Service management

Quality

Asset management

Human capital
management

Financial management

Technology
Local.ly Cloud-based Localizations (Tax Reporting,
Accounting, Bank Messages)

Infor ION® Integration, Workflow, Alerts, Business Vault,
Business Intelligence

Infor Mongoose Rapid Application Development

Infor Business Cloud™ Hybrid, SaaS, Infor Sky Vault™
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Industrial Manufacturing capabilities
Metal
fabrication

Plastics
fabrication

Paper
& pulp

Primary
metals

Furniture
& fixtures

Planning and scheduling

Mold planning and
scheduling

Grading

Dimensional inventory

Configuration management

Attribute based planning
beyond product
and co-product

Pieces

Channel management

Weight

Dimensional inventory

Formulation within BOM

Length

Engineering—design,
ECN, mfg. integration

Quality management

Metal content
functionality

Promotions and rebates

Recipe based BOM

Forecasting

Mill standard cert.

Credit management
PO cubing for
container optimization

Materials, machines,
tools, people
New product design
and introductions

Concurrent
Left/Right
Multi-cavity

Engineering—design,
ECN, mfg. integration

Estimating

Configuration management

Machine attribute

Smooth quote to
cash cycle

Formulation within BOM

Forecasting and planning
Integrated plant
maintenance—
asset intensive

Progressive die sets

By product
capture (regrind)

Track metal market
for pricing

Lot/heat tracking

Light to dark processing

Consignment inventory

Cut list management
& optimization

Virgin/regrind mix:

Track customer provided
metal or customer
leased metals

Quotations
% allowed f-goods
Part family planning
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Industrial Manufacturing capabilities
Medical
devices

Consumer
packaged goods

Lumber
& wood

Stone, clay,
glass & concrete

Print, publish
& package

FDA certification

Sales & operations planning

Grading

Recipe management

Quotation pricing
workbench

21CFR11

Promotions/rebates

3D modeling

Lot and serial control
and tracking

Extensive customer/
volume/pricing matrices

Attribute based planning
beyond product
and co-product

Certification and grading

Paper consumption
management

Formulation within BOM

Creating lots and sublots

Color sequencing

Integrated quality
management

Lot, serial & expiry
date traceability

Consignments

Page layout management

Engineering—design,
ECN, mfg. integration

Schedule, cost & control
new product launches

Part family planning

Promotional performance
Supply chain &
e-commerce modules

Dimensional Inventory
Machine interface to
capture data (MES)
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Resources
Brochures
Learn how Infor solutions help companies in the printing and
packaging industry address unique operational challenges
with speed and agility. Read the brochure.

Learn how collaboration in manufacturing offers unique
challenges and—and opportunities.

Read how Infor Industrial Manufacturing helps fabricated
metal manufacturers overcome their unique market pressures
with ease. Read the brochure.

Fast changing market pressures force manufacturers
to speed response and reinvent the way their manage
processes. Learn how your IT infrastructure can help you
keep pace with speed of change and the new standards for
performance. Read the paper.

White papers and reports
Is your organization facing that pivotal decision of whether to
adopt an ERP system or not? This research report will help
you understand the impact of ERP adoption and potential
return on Investment. Read the paper.
Learn how top executives face complexity in their
manufacturing operations and why ERP solutions are
critical to transforming today’s market challenges into profit
opportunities. Read the paper.
Forward-thinking manufacturers have adapted to successfully
fulfill customer expectations without sacrificing line efficiency,
by reducing the high cost of warehousing multiple variations
of products, models, components, and parts.
Read the report to find out how.

See key obstacles and ways ERP solutions help you achieve
profitability. Download the infographic.

Read the paper: Five levels of manufacturing collaboration.

Uncover the number one barrier to achieving service
excellence. Read the paper: Five levels of manufacturing collaboration.
Gain insights into how to use next-generation ERP solutions
to turn speed and agile responsiveness into a competitive
advantage. Read the paper: Manufacturing at the speed of change.
Learn why an integrated system for managing printing as well
as business processes is critical to remain competitive in the
printing and packaging industry today.
Read the paper: The new mandate for integrated systems.
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Resources
Customer stories
By implementing Infor SyteLine, Herman Miller was able to
reduce US inventory by $1.2 million in two years, triple their
production capabilities, and enhance their just-in-time supply
chain. Read the story. Watch the video.
Dematic Asia Pacific, a leading international supplier of
integrated logistics and material handling solutions saved
AU$500,000 annually in licensing costs with Infor SyteLine
solutions. Read their story. Watch the video.
Find out how Custom Plastic Specialties significantly cut its
order processing time, allowed production more time to meet
quality and deadline requirements, and saw fast ROI.
Read their story. Watch the video.

Using Infor SyteLine, Gorman-Rupp has streamlined
processes and increased customer satisfaction. Read the story.
See how Preferred Sands grew from 0 percent of the sand
market to No. 2 in the U.S. and No. 1 in Canada with the help
of Infor solutions. Watch the video.
See how Ring Container’s social business initiative got a
running start with the help of Infor Ming.le™ and Infor LN.
Watch the video.

Instrument Technology doubled profits using Infor VISUAL.
Read their story.

More information

Contact Infor

Infor 10x suite for Infor Industrial
Manufacturing
Infor 10x Starter Guide

eBrief: Infor 10x Specialized by industry

About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise,
helping 70,000 customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to
changes in business demands. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.

Disclaimer
This document reflects the direction Infor may take with regard to the specific product(s) described in
this document, all of which is subject to change by Infor in its sole discretion, with or without notice to
you. This document is not a commitment to you in any way and you should not rely on this document
or any of its content in making any decision. Infor is not committing to develop or deliver any specified
enhancement, upgrade, product or functionality, even if such is described in this document.
Copyright © 2013 Infor. All rights reserved. The word and design marks set forth herein are trademarks and/or registered
trademarks of Infor and/or related affiliates and subsidiaries. All other trademarks listed herein are the property of their
respective owners.
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